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Frequency adverbs. 

We use some adverbs to describe how frequently we do an activity; these are called adverbs 

of frequency and include: 

Frequency Adverb of Frequency Example Sentence 

100% Always I always go to bed before 11pm. 

90% Usually I usually have cereal for breakfast. 

80% normally / generally I normally go to the gym. 

70% often* / frequently I often surf the internet. 

50% Sometimes I sometimes forget my wife's birthday. 

30% Occasionally I occasionally eat junk food. 

10% Seldom I seldom read the newspaper. 

5% hardly ever / rarely I hardly ever drink alcohol. 

0% Never I never swim in the sea. 

 

1) The Position of the Adverb in a Sentence 

An adverb of frequency goes before a main verb (except with To Be). 

 

Subject + adverb + main verb 

I always remember to do my homework. 

He normally gets good marks in exams. 

 

2) An adverb of frequency goes after the verb To Be. 

Subject + to be + adverb 

They are never pleased to see me. 

She isn't usually bad tempered. 

 

3) We can also use the following adverbs at the start of a sentence: Usually, normally, 

often, frequently, sometimes, occasionally 

•Occasionally, I like to eat Thai food. 

BUT we cannot use the following at the beginning of a sentence: 

Always, seldom, rarely, hardly, ever, never 

 

4) We use hardly ever and never with positive, not negative verbs: 

• She hardly ever comes to my parties. 

• They never say 'thank you'. 
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ACTIVITIES 

 

I. Complete the sentences with “ALWAYS”      “OFTEN”    “SOMETIMES”    

“NEVER”  

 

1. My sister _________________________ (100%)  travels abroad. 

2. I ___________________________ (50%)  studies maths.  

3. My mother and father ____________________________ (70%)  visit my grandpa.  

4. They _____________________________ (100%)  play soccer.  

5. We ________________________ (50%)  read  books.  

6. She _________________________ (100%)  buys clothes.   

7. Rose __________________________ (70%)  cleans the house.  

8. Peter and Mark ________________________________ (50%  repair the car.  

 

II. Re write the sentences using the frequency adverb in brackets.   

1. I paint pictures. (ALWAYS)  

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. She goes to parties. (OFTEN)  

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. My parents buy food. (SOMETIMES)  

_________________________________________________________________________  

 

4. They have parties at home. (ALWAYS)  

_________________________________________________________________________ 

  

5. My sister  does her homework. (NEVER)  

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. I write letter to my friend. (ALWAYS)  

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. We watch movies at home. (OFTEN)  

_________________________________________________________________________ 

III. ORDER THE SENTENCES.   

 

1. She / cooks / never / at home.  
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_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. always / go to parties. / They  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. My family / family meals / at home / sometimes 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. often / My mother / the house / cleans / on  Mondays.  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. They / football / play / always  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. watch movies / My sister / always / with friends  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. Peter / sometimes / fruits / eats  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. often / listen to music / at night / I  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

9. sometimes / She / visits us / on Sundays.  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

10. My brothers / play / computer games / never / at night  

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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PART 2: READING COMPREHENSION  

 

Iron Maiden are an English heavy metal band from London, 

formed in 1975 by bassist and primary songwriter Steve 

Harris. The band's discography has grown to include a 

collective total of thirty-six albums.  

Iron Maiden achieved success during the early 1980s. After 

several changes, the band went on to release a series of 

platinum and gold albums. These include the US platinum-

selling albums The Number of the Beast in 1982, Piece of Mind in 1983, Powerslave in 1984, the 

live album Live After Death in 1985,Somewhere in Time in 1986, and Seventh Son of a Seventh 

Son in 1988. The band are currently undergoing a resurgence in popularity, with their 2006 album A 

Matter of Life and Death peaking at number nine on the Billboard 200 and at number four in the 

UK. Their latest studio album, The Final Frontier, was released worldwide on 16–17 August 2010, 

peaking at number one in 40 different countries. At the 53rd Grammy Awards, the second song of 

the album, "El Dorado", won the Grammy Award for Best Metal Performance.   

Considered one of the most successful heavy metal bands in history, Iron Maiden have sold over 85 

million records worldwide with little radio or television support. The band won the Ivor Novello 

Award for international achievement in 2002 .In 2009, the band has played over 2000 live shows 

during their career. 

For the past 30 years, the band has been supported by their famous mascot, "Eddie", who has 

appeared on almost all of their album and single covers, as well as in their live shows. 

 

IV. CHOOSE THE CORRECT ALTERNATIVE.   

What kind of text is?  

a) A  story  b) A  biography  

1. What is the main idea of the text? 

a) The life of a singer  b) The life of a group  c) The career of a group 

2. What is the name of the pet this band has?  

a) Ivor  b) Eddie  

 

3. Iron Maiden was formed in… 

a) 1974  b) 1975  c) 1976  

 

4. In 1985 they released… 

a) Powerslave   b) somewhere in the time   c) live after death  
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